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     Save The Crumbs is an independent ‘zine written, designed, 
assembled and distributed by a handful of people in Mankato. We 

started this publication because we felt the spirit of “do it yourself” was 
lacking in Mankato and the surrounding areas.

     Save The Crumbs is a collection of writings, musings, opinions, 
reviews, observations, artwork, and basically anything we want to print. 

Save The Crumbs is the true spirit of D.I.Y.
     No corporate advertisements. No corporate pressure. No creativity-

stifling forces. No The Man.
     So, grab a copy of this thing and show it to your friends. Lend it to 
people. Make copies of it at your place of employment. Get the word 

out. Be inspired. Make your own ‘zine!
     If you have any questions, comments, advice, or want to submit 

something… send e-mail to savethecrumbs@gmail.com.
     If you can’t secure your own copy of this issue, go to 

www.savethecrumbs.com for online versions of every issue. 
Also, don’t forget to join us on Facebook and Twitter.

What You’re Reading...

CONTRIBUTERS: 
Dustin Wilmes, Juston Cline, Sarah Domeier, 

Jack Kolars, Michael Sparacino, 
Ashley Birk, A.J. Hakari, Morgan Herring, Richard D. Houff, 

James Mackey, Daniel Massaglia, Britta Moline, 
Rob Norland, Tiffany Reinitz



To Visit Your Heroes
by Britta R. Moline

Wait until they die.
Bring them a flower and a glass of wine.

Sit with them a while.

Drink the wine. 
Lay the flower.
Write a poem.

Talk to them like a friend, deconstructed. 

Eat the flower.
Smash the wine.

Kill the poem.

Wait until the graveyard is closed.
Share a private joke.

Eat the poem.
Bring the flower.
Leave the wine.

A man barks.
A dog rings.
A bell stops.

Tristan Tzara is buried at 
Le cimetiere du Montparnasse.



            Oleson                     Honda

Who Would Win In A Fight?

Strength - 9
Intelligence - 5

Energy Projection - 6
Stamina - 7
Agility - 7

Durability - 6
Speed - 6

Strength - 4
Intelligence - 8

Energy Projection - 4
Stamina - 6
Agility - 7

Durability - 7
Speed - 6

Nellie Oleson Attributes: 
Affluent member of Walnut Grove, wife of nerd Percival Dalton, 
daughter of Nels & Harriet Oleson, master of manipulation, part-
owner of Oleson’s Mercantile, proprieter of Nellie’s Restaurant 
and Hotel, unlimited access to the mercantile candy jar, rumored 
to be responsible for the scarlet fever that blinded Mary Ingalls

E. Honda Attributes: 
Professional sumo wrestler, hails from Japan, master of the Hyaku 
Retsu Harite a.k.a Hundred Hand Slap, achieved title of Yokozuna, 

possesses incredible strength and balance, proprieter of own 
bathhouse, romantically-linked to fellow street fighter Chun-Li, 
rival of pro wrestler Victor Zangiev, once stole M. Bison’s hat

vs.  



From The Frozen Desk Of Juston Cline...

     This time of 
year seems to be 
the hardest.  Living 
in Minnesota for 
any length of time 
should make a 
person used to the 
harsh, long winters.  
You have no choice 
really.  You learn 
to deal with it.  Or 
you perish, simple 
as that. In truth, I 
have adapted well over the years.  I love winter.  But I’m realizing, as I 
get older, that the things I love about winter have little to do with what 
actually happens. I love the beauty of the snow.  The contrasting green 
and reds of Christmas against the pure white, snowy hillsides.  The way 
the snow and ice crystallizes on the bare branches of the trees.  Having 
a warm beverage and snuggling up on a comfy sofa with a blanket and 
watching the bird feeders.  Any hint of color seems to brighten up the 
day against the never-ending white. It’s beautiful!  But instead you find 
yourself shoveling. A lot! Slipping on the ice and bruising your entire 
ass and leg.   Having your battery go dead in your car and getting stuck 
in the middle of nowhere.  Not being able to afford all the presents you 
wanted to buy your loved ones.  Getting a concussion while fighting 
over a coffee maker during Black Friday.  I swear, those women fill 
their handbags with lead before they go out…  Not leaving the house 
due to -50 degree temperatures.  Losing a toe or two to frost bite and 
contracting pneumonia and almost losing your life over holiday break.       
These are just a few of the mishaps you may encounter throughout the 
winter.  And then you are left to this.  This time, right now, when there 
is not much snow and everything is still dead and the temp teases you 
into thinking spring is actually here and the second you walk out with 
shorts and a t shirt it plummets to 0 again.  What the crap?! Again, I 
love winter.  I think I would feel lost if I moved some place where it 
never snowed.  But for the love of Baby Jesus, can a guy just wear some 
flip-flops already?



“The Ultimate Warrior” 
by Daniel C. Massaglia



How To Fight Loneliness
by Sarah Domeier
     Last night, a friend posted 
Wilco’s “How to Fight Loneliness.” 
To Wilco fans or followers it’s a 
huge yes-I-totally-get-it punch in 
the gut.  This piece settled in my 
brain, right before sleep, and stuck 
until the morning.  As a result, I 
woke up feeling really bummed.  
Emotionally fragile and tired.  And 
then the tears start because I’m 
angry that I feel this way in the first 
place.  The sun is shining, I am warm, I am fed, I am loved…why 
the f’ am I crying?  I’ll be honest, it’s probably the weather. It’s 
probably some part of my cycle. The tears could be welling my eyes 
because I ate a too-big brownie yesterday.  I don’t know. It doesn’t 
matter.
     The thing is, I hate loneliness.  I fear it and always have, yet it 
seems my whole life I’ve loved and cared for people who are lonely.  
I’ve heard it in their voice, as it cracks through tears.  I’ve seen it in 
their eyes, a familiar twinkle not as bright.  I cry because for some 
reason I feel at fault, a bit guilty that I have somehow inadvertently 
created this loneliness and can not make it go away or fix it.  Am I 
responsible for poor decisions?  No.  Am I responsible for broken 
promises made by someone else?  No.  Am I responsible for their 
decision to be lonely?  No.  But somehow, it tears at my heart a bit, 
settles in my throat and I hate how it makes me feel.  Maybe it’s just 
the weather.
Being alone isn’t bad. In fact, it’s much needed and feels great from 
time to time.  There’s a dangerously thin and faulty line between 
being alone and loneliness.  Too much of it and you may become 
a “loner”…but wait, isn’t the “Loner” cool?  A loner is defined as 
someone who is happy to be alone. Honestly…I don’t buy it.  Isn’t 
someone who likes “alone time” just a person with a healthy balance 



of social interaction?  The quintessential “Loner” was undoubtedly 
anything but happy…
     As a junior high schooler, I had a poster of James Dean on the 
back of my door and posters of Marilyn around my room.  I was 
fascinated by them, there emptiness and beauty and they are some of 
Hollywood’s loneliest people.  And I surrounded myself with dead 
icons, who constantly tried to fight loneliness.  
     I’ve been known to tear up when watching someone eat by 
themselves.  In my mind, it’s ultimate sadness and loneliness, but 
“people” always say that it’s healthy to eat by yourself in public.  
So, is it really ME that needs fixing?  When I lived in town, I’d 
walk through neighborhoods at night and glance into windows (no, 
not window peeping) and notice people at dinner tables with the 
TV blaring in the background.  Occasionally, one person would be 
sitting at a table, alone, probably soup or something and a familiar 
(and embarrassing) lump would form in my throat, producing 
tears and feeling bad for every lonely person on earth.  Did people, 
passing my apartment, feel the same about me?
     I don’t know how to fight loneliness.  You just do.  You make 
friends, you keep in touch, you try to make yourself like/love 
yourself before you love someone, you take a risk, go out on a limb, 

you try to make the best of 
everything you have and 
don’t have.  And maybe, you 
eat with the drapes closed…
so saps like me don’t wander 
around a neighborhood 
crying about you eating soup 
alone.
     If you feel lonely, 
remember, you most likely 
aren’t.  There are people that 
love you, think of you, but 
might not always be good 
at telling you.  But someone 
does.  Someone always thinks 
of you, take comfort in that.



Mutually-Assured 
Destruction
by Jack Kolars
     It’s a “mutually-assured destruction” world in which we live.
     Back in the 1950s, young American school children were taught 
by the US Government to “duck and cover” if the Russians decided 
to launch a nuclear attack against the United States.
     We remember going through the drills as youngsters to get under 
our steel-legged wooden desks and cover our heads and close our 
eyes as we prepared for the nuclear holocaust.
     We never knew that if a Russian nuclear bomb or bombs 
had actually struck our school, that most of the area fifty miles 
around us would be turned into radio-active dust.  But without that 
knowledge, we kept ducking and covering through our elementary 
years.
     Ducking and covering was almost as important as learning 
the Pledge of Allegiance, or the Lord’s Prayer.  We were being 
instructed to protect ourselves from the Commies by ducking 
and covering.  We were being taught to be true to our country 
by pledging allegiance to the flag.  And we were being taught to 
believe in God by reciting the Lord’s Prayer, which might help our 
soul get to heaven if our bodies were turned to radio-active dust.
     Oh yes….those were the lessons of our youth.
     Only later did we learn that if Russia attacked America we had 
the capability to strike back with a vengeance….hence the label…
.”Mutually-Assured Destruction” or M A D.  Mad.
     Growing up during the Cold War after World War Two and the 
Korean War, the Cold War between the United States and Russia 
was not….as a grade school student answered in a test….”A war 
fought in the winter.”
     It was a war or words, of government propaganda between 
Washington DC and Moscow.  The Tass News Agency would 



release barbs at the United States and the US Pentagon would lobby 
accusations back at the Communists, who controlled Russia.
     But in 1988, a guy named Mikhail Gorbachev came to power in 
Russia and brought an end to the military spending and opened and 
re-structured the Soviet government, effectively ending the Cold 
War.  During Gorbachev’s transformational time he introduced the 
idea of perestroika….or restructuring of society away from war.  
It lasted for nearly two decades….until Putin came to power in 
Russia.
     Mr. Gorbachev is no fan of current Russian Federation leader 
Vladimir Putin….yet in today’s Russia, the sensible voice of 
Gorbachev is not being heard.
     And, as a result, here in the United States…we might be teaching 
our young children to “duck and cover” in new ways in a new 
century that sounded like this in the 1950s.  







Madman (1982)
by A.J. Hakari
     Sometimes, I don’t 
think I have the bank 
account it takes to be a 
horror fan. There doesn’t 
seem to be a price high 
enough that some genre 
aficionado won’t pay 
for a misprinted, VHS 
variant of the shoddiest 
shot-on-video shinola 
known to man. That so 
few of these titles are 
actually entertaining enough to justify the pursuit is another 
important factor, as the case appears to be with the 1982 
slasher outing Madman. As I write this, used copies of the cult 
favorite (a label that gets affixed to anything that five people 
in the world still remember lately) start at $20 on Amazon, 
and the film continues to thrive in revival screenings to this 
day. Seeing as how it doesn’t get nearly as much press as your 
Halloweens and Friday the 13ths, one might assume Madman 
to be an unjustly passed-over gem. But stay with it for a few, 
insufferably-boring minutes, and you’ll see why obscurity 
should have locked this dud up and thrown away the key.
     Countless legends of bloodthirsty killers have been told over 
the years, and Madman Marz (Paul Ehlers) is one of them. He 
was a rotten S.O.B. who snapped and massacred his whole 
family out of the blue one day, before a local posse strung him 
up. But the story goes that Marz’s body was never found, and 
he’s still said to roam the woods, waiting for some poor soul 
to say his name above a whisper and provoke his homicidal 
wrath. To the savvy counselors at a camp for gifted children, 
he’s nothing more than a campfire tale, but this is one myth 
that turns out to be the truth. Madman Marz still stalks the 
forest, and this time, he’s set his sights on the loudmouthed 
teenagers who dared to make a joke out of him. One by one, 
the counselors are picked off in increasingly grotesque ways, 
leaving Betsy (Alexis Dubin), T.P. (Tony Fish), and anyone lucky 



to be alive to band together and try to survive the night.
     If you had to pick one movie to summarize the cynical, 
post-Halloween glut of slashers that existed only to cash in on 
a trend, Madman wouldn’t be a bad choice. Even some of the 
most obscure pictures of its kind have something that makes 
them a draw (a distinctive killer costume, memorable death 
scenes, etc.), but anything of the sort is conspicuously absent 
here. Madman is simply devoid of any personality or pizazz, 
presenting the bare slasher basics with zero enthusiasm and 
almost no style. It plays like a laundry list of stuff every other 
‘80s horror movie felt obligated to include: sexed-up teenagers, 
a few gory centerpieces, a camp setting (although this bucks 
tradition by taking place in the fall, rather than the summer), 
and that’s really it. The flick isn’t even sleazy enough to work 
anyone up into a heated, Roger Ebert-esque fit; it’s just that 
boring, failing to make the slightest impression with its set-up, 
its antagonist, or the ensuing body count.
     I should say that Madman does exhibit some promise on 
the outset, but writer/director Joe Giannone fritters it away 
in a matter of scenes. With its foreboding opening credits, an 
effective campfire prologue, and an unsettling synth score, it 
looks as if the movie is well on its way to being a spooky little 
jaunt. But after the countdown for the victim pool’s whittling-
down officially begins, things get uninteresting in a hurry, with 
Giannone drumming up neither concern for the charisma-free 
characters or fear of the boilerplate baddie over the course of 
88 dull minutes. Once in a while, we’ll see an instance of creepy 
mood lighting (the film features a very blue-tinted color scheme) 
or a well-executed kill scene (the car hood decapitation is a 
highlight). But for the most part, it rehashes the same cycle of 
emotionally-vacant counselors being hunted by a shambling, 
oafish bad guy whose growling inspires more snickers than 
shrieks.
     Not every slasher movie has to aspire to Halloween’s 
heights, but for Madman to amount to so little throughout its 
running time is a feat of astounding laziness. As obviously as 
the likes of April Fool’s Day, My Bloody Valentine, and others 
hitched rides on the coattails of their predecessors, at least one 
can see what attracted viewers to them and earned them their 
reputations. As for Madman, it’s hard to imagine many viewers 
staying awake to the end, let alone gathering en masse and 
forming a fanbase to celebrate it.



The FIVE COUNT
Hear it Saturdays at 10 p.m. on 

KMSU 89.7 FM-Mankato, 
KMSK 91.3 FM-Austin, 

and www.thefivecount.com.
Hosted by Dustin Wilmes and Juston “Ton” Cline, 
The Five Count has been Mankato’s favorite radio 
show since 2004. The show features an exciting 

combination of unique music, exclusive celebrity 
interviews, and nonsense.

Past guests include: John C. Reilly, Henry Rollins, 
Melissa Joan Hart, “Weird Al” Yankovic, Les Claypool, 
Harry Shearer, Crispin Glover, E.G. Daily, Buddy Guy, 
Jesse “The Body” Ventura, Kyle Gass, Ted Nugent, 
Ron Jeremy, Jaleel “Urkel” White, and many more.

Find hundreds of episodes at www.thefivecount.com



The Poem Outside 
My Window

by Richard D. Houff
Lifting the blinds

to a bright arctic sun
and six inches of new snow
outside my window, I watch 
a cat walk back and forth

over piano keys.

And it’s best not to ask
too many questions on hallucinatory

visitations after reading Rimbaud 
and other dead erections.

But here is what I really see
while looking outside my window:

a young white woman trying to
dig her car out from snowdrifts.

On the other side of the street,
a Somali woman crosses with a shovel

in hand and begins to help clear the tires.

There are no words between the two
other than a handshake and smile. 



Photos: 
Above: “Scary Stories” by Morgan Herring
Below: “Liquor Drive-In” by Rob Norland



Photos: 
Above: “JELLMO” by Ashley Birk

Below: “For the Birds” by Tiffany Reinitz
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